And the Nominees Are... How To Find the 2023 Academy Awards Nominations with Audio Description

If you’re a movie fan, you probably can’t wait to watch the Oscars on ABC next month. To help you get ready, the Audio Description Project has compiled a list of nominated films and where to find the ones with AD. The 95th Academy Awards will be held on Sunday, March 12, 2023, at the Dolby® Theatre at Ovation Hollywood and will be televised live on ABC and broadcast to more than 200 territories worldwide.

Until the big night, grab your popcorn and choose your own winners!

Best Picture
ALL QUIET ON THE WESTERN FRONT; NETFLIX
AVATAR: THE WAY OF WATER; CINEMA
THE BANSHEES OF INISHERIN; DVD, GOOGLE-PLAY, HBO-MAX, ITUNES, PRIME-VIDEO, VUDU
ELVIS; DVD, HBO-MAX, ITUNES, PRIME-VIDEO
EVERYTHING EVERYWHERE ALL AT ONCE; ITUNES, PRIME-VIDEO, SHOWTIME, VUDU
THE FABELMANS; CINEMA, ITUNES, PRIME-VIDEO
TÁR; GOOGLE-PLAY, ITUNES, PRIME-VIDEO, VUDU
TOP GUN: MAVERICK; GOOGLE-PLAY, ITUNES, PARAMOUNT+, PRIME-VIDEO, SPECTRUM-ACCESS, VUDU
TRIANGLE OF SADNESS; AD not available
WOMEN TALKING; CINEMA

Actor in a Leading Role
Austin Butler in ELVIS; DVD, HBO-MAX, ITUNES, PRIME-VIDEO
Colin Farrell in THE BANSHEES OF INISHERIN; DVD, GOOGLE-PLAY, HBO-MAX, ITUNES, PRIME-VIDEO, VUDU
Brendan Fraser in THE WHALE; CINEMA
Paul Mescal in AFTERSUN; GOOGLE-PLAY, ITUNES, PRIME-VIDEO, VUDU
Bill Nighy in LIVING; CINEMA

Actor in a Supporting Role
Brendan Gleeson in THE BANSHEES OF INISHERIN; DVD, GOOGLE-PLAY, HBO-MAX, ITUNES, PRIME-VIDEO
Brian Tyree Henry in CAUSEWAY; APPLE-TV+
Judd Hirsch in THE FABELMANS; CINEMA, ITUNES, PRIME-VIDEO
Barry Keoghan in THE BANSHEES OF INISHERIN; DVD, GOOGLE-PLAY, HBO-MAX, ITUNES, PRIME-VIDEO
Ke Huy Quan in EVERYTHING EVERYWHERE ALL AT ONCE; ITUNES, PRIME-VIDEO, SHOWTIME, VUDU

Actress in a Leading Role
Cate Blanchett in TÁR; GOOGLE-PLAY, ITUNES, PRIME-VIDEO, VUDU
Ana de Armas in BLONDE; NETFLIX
Andrea Riseborough in TO LESLIE; AD not available
Michelle Williams in THE FABELMANS; CINEMA, ITUNES, PRIME-VIDEO
Michelle Yeoh in EVERYTHING EVERYWHERE ALL AT ONCE; ITUNES, PRIME-VIDEO, SHOWTIME, VUDU

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Actress in a Supporting Role
Angela Bassett in BLACK PANTHER: WAKANDA FOREVER; CINEMA, DISNEY+ starting February 4
Hong Chau in THE WHALE; CINEMA
Kerry Condon in THE BANSHEES OF INISHERIN; DVD, GOOGLE-PLAY, HBO-MAX, ITUNES, PRIME-VIDEO
Jamie Lee Curtis in EVERYTHING EVERYWHERE ALL AT ONCE; ITUNES, PRIME-VIDEO, SHOWTIME, VUDU
Stephanie Hsu in EVERYTHING EVERYWHERE ALL AT ONCE; ITUNES, PRIME-VIDEO, SHOWTIME, VUDU

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Animated Feature Film
GUILLERMO DEL TORO'S PINOCCHIO; NETFLIX
MARCEL THE SHELL WITH SHOES ON; ITUNES, PRIME-VIDEO, VUDU
PUSS IN BOOTS: THE LAST WISH; CINEMA, GOOGLE-PLAY, ITUNES, PRIME-VIDEO, VUDU
THE SEA BEAST; NETFLIX
TURNING RED; DVD, DISNEY+, ITUNES, PRIME-VIDEO, VUDU

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Cinematography
ALL QUIET ON THE WESTERN FRONT; NETFLIX
BARDO, FALSE CHRONICLE OF A HANDFUL OF TRUTHS; AD not available
ELVIS; DVD, HBO-MAX, ITUNES, PRIME-VIDEO
EMPIRE OF LIGHT; AD not available
TÁR; GOOGLE-PLAY, ITUNES, PRIME-VIDEO, VUDU

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Costume Design
BABYLON; CINEMA, PRIME-VIDEO, VUDU
BLACK PANTHER: WAKANDA FOREVER; CINEMA, DISNEY+ starting February 4
ELVIS; DVD, HBO-MAX, ITUNES, PRIME-VIDEO
EVERYTHING EVERYWHERE ALL AT ONCE; ITUNES, PRIME-VIDEO, SHOWTIME, VUDU
MRS. HARRIS GOES TO PARIS; DVD, GOOGLE-PLAY, ITUNES, PEACOCK, PRIME-VIDEO, VUDU

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Directing
THE BANSHEES OF INISHERIN; DVD, GOOGLE-PLAY, HBO-MAX, ITUNES, PRIME-VIDEO
EVERYTHING EVERYWHERE ALL AT ONCE; ITUNES, PRIME-VIDEO, SHOWTIME, VUDU
THE FABELMANS; CINEMA, ITUNES, PRIME-VIDEO
TÁR; GOOGLE-PLAY, ITUNES, PRIME-VIDEO, VUDU
TRIANGLE OF SADNESS; AD not available

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Film Editing
THE BANSHEES OF INISHERIN; DVD, GOOGLE-PLAY, HBO-MAX, ITUNES, PRIME-VIDEO
ELVIS; DVD, HBO-MAX, ITUNES, PRIME-VIDEO
EVERYTHING EVERYWHERE ALL AT ONCE; ITUNES, PRIME-VIDEO, SHOWTIME, VUDU
TÁR; GOOGLE-PLAY, ITUNES, PRIME-VIDEO, VUDU
TOP GUN: MAVERICK; GOOGLE-PLAY, ITUNES, PARAMOUNT+, PRIME-VIDEO, SPECTRUM-ACCESS, VUDU

Makeup and Hairstyling
ALL QUIET ON THE WESTERN FRONT; NETFLIX
THE BATMAN; DVD, HBO-MAX, ITUNES, PRIME-VIDEO
BLACK PANTHER: WAKANDA FOREVER; CINEMA, DISNEY+ starting February 4
ELVIS; DVD, HBO-MAX, ITUNES, PRIME-VIDEO
THE WHALE; CINEMA

Music (Original Score)
ALL QUIET ON THE WESTERN FRONT; NETFLIX
BABYLON; CINEMA, PRIME-VIDEO, VUDU
THE BANSHEES OF INISHERIN; DVD, GOOGLE-PLAY, HBO-MAX, ITUNES, PRIME-VIDEO
EVERYTHING EVERYWHERE ALL AT ONCE; ITUNES, PRIME-VIDEO, SHOWTIME, VUDU
THE FABELMANS; CINEMA, ITUNES, PRIME-VIDEO

Music (Original Song)
"Applause" from TELL IT LIKE A WOMAN; AD not available
"Hold My Hand" from TOP GUN: MAVERICK; GOOGLE-PLAY, ITUNES, PARAMOUNT+, PRIME-VIDEO, SPECTRUM-ACCESS, VUDU
"Lift Me Up" from BLACK PANTHER: WAKANDA FOREVER; CINEMA, DISNEY+ starting February 4
"Naatu Naatu" from RRR; AD not available
"This Is A Life" from EVERYTHING EVERYWHERE ALL AT ONCE; ITUNES, PRIME-VIDEO, SHOWTIME, VUDU

Production Design
ALL QUIET ON THE WESTERN FRONT; NETFLIX
AVATAR: THE WAY OF WATER; CINEMA
BABYLON; CINEMA, PRIME-VIDEO, VUDU
ELVIS; DVD, HBO-MAX, ITUNES, PRIME-VIDEO
THE FABELMANS; CINEMA, ITUNES, PRIME-VIDEO

Sound
ALL QUIET ON THE WESTERN FRONT; NETFLIX
AVATAR: THE WAY OF WATER; CINEMA
THE BATMAN; DVD, HBO-MAX, ITUNES, PRIME-VIDEO
ELVIS; DVD, HBO-MAX, ITUNES, PRIME-VIDEO
TOP GUN: MAVERICK; GOOGLE-PLAY, ITUNES, PARAMOUNT+, PRIME-VIDEO, SPECTRUM-ACCESS, VUDU

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Visual Effects
ALL QUIET ON THE WESTERN FRONT; NETFLIX
AVATAR: THE WAY OF WATER; CINEMA
THE BATMAN; DVD, HBO-MAX, ITUNES, PRIME-VIDEO
BLACK PANTHER: WAKANDA FOREVER; CINEMA, DISNEY+ starting February 4
TOP GUN: MAVERICK; GOOGLE-PLAY, ITUNES, PARAMOUNT+, PRIME-VIDEO, SPECTRUM-ACCESS, VUDU

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Writing (Adapted Screenplay)
ALL QUIET ON THE WESTERN FRONT; NETFLIX
GLASS ONION: A KNIVES OUT MYSTERY; NETFLIX
LIVING; CINEMA
TOP GUN: MAVERICK; GOOGLE-PLAY, ITUNES, PARAMOUNT+, PRIME-VIDEO, SPECTRUM-ACCESS, VUDU
WOMEN TALKING; CINEMA

Writing (Original Screenplay)
THE BANSHEES OF INISHERIN; DVD, GOOGLE-PLAY, HBO-MAX, ITUNES, PRIME-VIDEO
EVERYTHING EVERYWHERE ALL AT ONCE; ITUNES, PRIME-VIDEO, SHOWTIME, VUDU
THE FABELMANS; CINEMA, ITUNES, PRIME-VIDEO
TĀR; GOOGLE-PLAY, ITUNES, PRIME-VIDEO, VUDU
TRIANGLE OF SADNESS; AD not available

*** END ***